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Abstract— Maintainability is that phase which may help the designer for improving the quality of the software system before deliver to a customer. This paper uses a multivariate linear model, which estimates the maintainability of a class diagram in the term of reliability, portability that are the sub-characteristics of maintainability which are use to evaluate maintainability estimation model of class diagram and create the Maintainability Estimation Metrics for a maintainability estimation of class diagram. These metrics help a software designer for the purpose of improving the maintainability of a class diagram in the design phase, which are helpful in feature to reduce the increasing high cost of software maintenance phase

Index Terms — UML Class Diagram, Software Maintainability, Software Maintainability Model, Software Metrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

A good development method is one that requires less effort to maintain the software. It reduces the increasing high cost of software maintenance phase. Maintainability of any software in design phase may be helping a software designer to improve the maintainability of software before deliver to a customer [1], [2]. The maintainability is defined by “IEEE standard glossary of Software Engineering as “the ease with which a software system or component can be modified to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment”. Software maintains is one of the important part that are expensive in cost and challenging in nature, which it is not properly managed and often ignored [3].

UML (Unified Modeling Language) has been proposed as a standard language for expressing object-oriented software designs which used in the development of any software system. UML provides the structural and behavioral aspects of software systems. Class diagram is one of the important parts of any software which play an important role in the design phase of object-oriented software early estimation of their maintainability may help designers to incorporate required enhancements and corrections for the purpose of improve the maintainability of the final software to be delivered in future [4].

11. RELATED WORK

“Maintainability Estimation Model for Object-Oriented software in design phase (MEMOOD)” estimation the maintainability of UML class diagram in term of understandability and modifiability and developed a multivariate linear model [4]. Object-Oriented process are used as a solution to software development problems. Object-Oriented development use to reduce the maintenance effort that not base on reliable experimentation [5]. Presents a multivariate linear regression for establish the maintainability estimation model and develop the Maintainability Estimation Tool for a maintainability estimation of class diagram. It takes two quality factor flexibility and extendibility [6].

It effort to maintain a software system is related to technical quality of the source code of that system. It defines the Maintainability Index limitations and problems [7]. The Halstead complexity is used for measuring maintainability. It shows the results that confirmed partially our assumptions that need to be evaluated with future uses [8]. The types of models are used that give us a vocabulary and a tool that allow us to discuss how to maintain software so as not to make it deteriorate. Verifying and valid verification measurements are used [9]. Study on the empirical evidence using some object-oriented metrics that can effectively predict maintainability of software systems. These metrics are such as size, inheritance, cohesion and coupling [10]. It presented a concern-oriented framework which supports the instantiation and comparison of concern measures. In this paper there is a rich body of ideas regarding the way to address concern measurement [11]. When more and more attentions are focused on the quality of the software, it’s reasonable to believe that the
software complexity metrics will be sit on its right place that is the main purpose of a survey on metrics of software complexity [12]. Measure the software metrics and Reliability that try to define how software is reliable and easy to maintain, which free from errors, faults and failure [13].

III. PROPOSAL WORK

Scope of study: A new Extended Maintenance Model is to be design which calculates Maintainability of UML class diagrams of Object Oriented Software in the terms of reliability and portability based upon MOOD metrics. On the basis of following factors we will create our Extended Maintenance Model. These new added factors can decrease the maintain cost of the software project. In portability we can reuse the software component. As we know that the software project takes more cost for debugging as compare to new building of project So if we use reusability factor in maintenance model. We can replace the component which contains bugs instead of debugging it. It may reduce the maintenance cost of our project. The other factor is reliability. It increases the reliability of software project during its maintenance. It may increase the accuracy, completeness and robustness of our software project.

Portability: The effort required to transfer a program from one environment to another. To executable version of software in a new environment is a act of porting. It’s like software component but in portability the component change its environment. A software system is a collection of software units. We use the term software unit to indicate an application program, a system program, or a component of a program. The term environment refers to the complete range of elements in an installation that interact with the ported software. This includes a processor and operating system and it may also involve I/O devices, networks. It is important to remember that porting is an alternative to redevelopment. One alternative starts with an existing implementation, the other starts with a specification. When a new implementation is the goal, a critical choice must be made as to which approach will be most cost effective. The portability of a software unit is only meaningful with respect to one or more environments. We are particularly interested in portability for a class of environments, since we do not expect to know all likely target environments when the software is developed.

Reliability: The system’s ability not to fail/ the extent to which the system fails. It’s is most commonly measured by the Mean Time between Failures. Changes that reduce reliability should be avoided. The software verification process aims to detect and remove defects and make it more reliable. Changes that introduce defects into the software make it less reliable. Tests should be used to verify that no defects have been introduced by the change after it has been implemented. Reliability can be reduced by reusing components that have not been developed to the same standards as the rest of the software. The effect of a modification on software reliability can be estimated indirectly by measuring its effect on the complexity of the software. This effect can be measured when the change is designed.

Methodology: In the following, definitions will be given of a few fundamental concepts discussed in this paper. While the terms below will be used throughout the report, it must be understood that we can decrease the maintenance cost by adding reliability and portability in to maintenance model. Maintainability is a effort required to locate and fix a fault in the program within its operating environment. In the purposed methodology we add two new factors in to maintainability model. These two factors are portability and reliability. These factors may reduce the maintenance cost of the software project. Portability provides Device Independence and self contentedness to the software components and reliability provide self contentedness, accuracy, completeness and robustness.

In the purposed methodology we are going to add two new factors in to Maintenance model which reduces the maintenance cost of software project. We are going to develop a tool in MATLAB GUI which shows the maintainability process through different software components. This GUI will contain different components of software in which some components contain bugs. The working of GUI shows s that if we change the bugged components during maintenance then we can reduce the cost of maintenance because in software engineering we know that the cost of debugging is more then to create a new project. Now the reliability factor gives us the reliability of new added component. It will give estimation of the reliability of new added component in the existing environment. New added factor are Reliability and Portability, which increase the maintainability of the project by using some data set. Which increase the maintainability of the project.

1. The fixed data set is taken which is having MOOD metrics values
2. The inheritance approach is been used for adding the factor of reliability and portability in MOOD metrics
3. Reliability and portability are inherited from CK metrics
4. When both the features are added into MOOD metrics, software maintained will done more accurately in efficient way
5. The enhancement is made in MOOD metrics in terms of performance after adding feature of portability and reliability

**Formula used for inheritance is as:**

\[
\text{function inheritance = likelihood2class(likelihoods)}
\]

\[
\text{[sample_n,class_n] = size(likelihoods);}
\]

\[
\text{maxs = (likelihoods==repmat(max(likelihoods,[],2),[1,class_n]));}
\]

\[
\text{inheritance=zeros(sample_n,1);}
\]

\[
\text{for i=1:sample_n}
\]

\[
\text{inheritance(i) = find(maxs(i,:),1);}
\]
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